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ABSTRACT 

Visual tracking is an emerging field of study in the field of computer vision applications. In order to achieve 

performance perfection, researchers have recently developed a number of unique tracking methods. In this study, a 

number of contemporary visual tracking techniques will be analyzed and classified into four different groups: 

Discriminative Trackers, Generative Trackers, Correlation Filter-Based Trackers, and Combined Trackers. In 

addition, this paper analyzes and tabulates the methodology used by each newly presented visual tracking approach. 

This study is to offer the reader a thorough understanding of the many features of tracking techniques and the future 

direction of tracking research. 

I  INTRODUCTION 

The eyes, which are one of the human sight sensors, is one of the crucial information trackers that we use to make focus 

that seizes our attention on the surrounding area. According to the literature, most of the information that the human 

sense is via the human eye vision, such as shapes, colors, moving, distance, and dimensions. Similar to humans, 

computer vision is a technology to mimics the human eye to identify and track an object. As we use images and video 

every day, Visual tracking become a hot topic recently as it is used for different applications in our life such as in the 

medical field, robotic field, agriculture, camera surveillance, and now self-driving cars, etc. 

As it is a hot topic many researchers worked on the same topic and added new ideas for different video lengths and 

different durations and then they have been evaluated accordingly, as shown in Table 1.  Where ST states for short-

term, and LT states for long-term, Te states for the Test set, Tr states for the training set. 
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Table 1 the visual tracking works in recent years [2]. 

 

 

2. VISUAL TRACKING ALGORITHM  AND ARCHITECTURES  

Recently, new technologies for visual tracking have been investigated [1-16]. First, as an initialization process, where, 

the recent frame is chosen to be under the attention of the tracking system first. Later, the following posteriority of 

tracking frames is estimated using the appropriate model. Later on, in time, the tracking focus is getting updated using 

the current frame and the past ones. Figure 1, shows the process of intended visual tracking, which illustrates the input 

frames, motion frames, to be input to the feature observation, hence, the feature extraction. Lastly, using ensemble to 

synthesize the final frame prediction.  

 

Figure 1. the schematic of the visual tracking scheme [13]. 

The system of visual tracking can be divided into two groups based on the method of feature extraction. The first group 

is productive  (generative ) and the other one is discriminative. Both groups are used to predict the projection of the 

intended frame on the surveillance scheme. We will discuss both tracking groups in detail in this section explaining 

with examples the difference between both.  
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Figure 2. visual tracking examples [14]. 

 

2.1 Discriminative Trackers 

This is used with machine learning to extract features from the intended image. 

In this method, the direct learning decision function is used as a prediction model in the process of learning. The 

discriminative method also known as a posterior probability function is established and predicts the model directly [24].  

After finding the target feature, machine learning trains the classifier to characterize the target from the background 

image. The main architecture of the discriminant method tracking is illustrated in Figure 3.  

 

The discriminative tracking focus on the difference between signal not on the way the data has been generated as 

explained in the next section. The discriminative method tracks the signal via classifying the binary signal and then 

putting them in categories in different groups. That is why the tracking is happening at the base of the frame-by-frame 

detection problem.  

 

The main method to achieve discriminative tracking is via tracking-by-detection [25] also called dynamic detection. 

This method usually has two kinds: correlation filtering, which is using regression as a filter to train the input features 

as a target Gaussian distribution to find the maximum value that represents the location of the target. The second kind 

is deep learning, which is working via updating the weights forward and backward classifier filters. That can provide a 

strong ability to distinguish the target from the surrounding backgrounds. Other machine learning techniques that are 

used in discriminative tracking are listed in Table 2.  
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Figure 3. the discriminative tracking diagram [24]. 

 

Table 2. different methods of machine learning used in discriminative tracking. 

 

 
   

2.2  Generative Trackers 

In the process of obtaining conditional probability distribution in visual tracking, learning is called the generative 

tracking method. The conditional probability distribution can be shown as:  

 

𝑃(𝑦|𝑥) =
𝑃(𝑥,𝑦)

𝑃(𝑥)
     ..(1) 

 

And it is called the probability of y given x equals the joint probability of x and y divided by the probability of y.  

 The idea of Generative tracking is to determine the way that the data has been generated.  

Figure 4 shows the generative tracking method. It works via selecting the target in the required video frame as an 

initialization. Extract the feature of the target in the current frame. Then the generative tracking will track the probability 

distribution of the target and search in the next frame to find the matching region and hence the target. At the end, the 

target will be put in a box to keep eye on.  

To achieve this tracking many researchers utilized different methods such as Gaussian mixed model [17], incremental 

learning [16], linear subspace [18], Bayesian network [19], Kernal trick[14], hidden Markov model [25], sparse 

representation [15]. As a confidence metric, the similarity function is used to reflect the reliability of each tracking 

accuracy.  
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Figure 4 Generative tracking diagram [16] 

 

2.3 Correlation Filter-Based Trackers 

 

The correlation-based tracker correlates the windows via filtering the video with subsequence frames. Increasing the 

value of correlation means getting closer to the target location in the image directory.  The adaptive correlation tracker 

introduced by  Bolmein 2010 via Minimum Output Sum of Squared Error (MOSSE) filter, [7], tested variations in 

lighting, scale, pose, and non-rigid deformations while operating at 669 frames per second.  In [7] Figure 5, shows a 

video tracking a face via finding a low point in MOSSE.  

 

The principle of the Correlation filter can be described via the convolution response of correlated signal f and correlated 

signal g to be greater than a unit. If the signal f*  is a complex conjugate of f:  

(f ∗  g) (τ)= ∫ 𝑓∗(𝑡) 𝑔(𝑡 − τ)𝑑𝑡
∞

−∞
          …(2) 

To reduce the computationally,  the circular matrix and the fast Fourier transform (FFT) are introduced so the speed of 

tracking increases and the complexity of computationally decreased from 𝑂(𝑛2) to 𝑂(𝑛 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑛).  

Blome et al. also used synthetic exact tracking (AST) [15], to correlate over filter-based tracking (CFT).  The article in 

[18] used MOSSE with signal channel gray feature and illustrates the high speed of 615 frames per second FPS. Later, 

CSK in [17] extends the MOSSE with the multichannel feature, as a version of the Kernal Correlation filter KCF. Then 

[15] extend that to a color frame by increasing the channel frame from 615FPS to 292FPS. After that, the speed of the 

tracks started to increase rapidly. 
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Figure 5, shows a video tracking a face via finding the low point in MOSSE [7]. 

  

 

 

Table 2 shows the comparison of frame speed of tracking 

 

  Speed FPS  Accuracy % 

MOSSE [16][7] 615 43.1 

KCF [17] 172 73.2 

DCF [17] 292 72.8 

 

 

2.4 Trackers for Deep Learning 

 

 Recently, many researchers started to use the technique of neural networks and convolutional neural networks 

(CNN)[15], which provide tracking features for tracking. Later deep learning  (DL) has been introduced to achieve 

better performance[11].  

In 2015 a Korean team introduced a combination of CNN and the supportive vector machine (SVM) classifiers to 

observe objects by a sequential Bayesian filter.  

CONCLUSION  

In this review paper, we investigate different articles that study the visual tracking system using different methods of 

machine learning techniques. We also discuss the structural and main challenges of these methods.  Four groups of 

visual tracking have been presented generative, discriminative, Correlation Filter-Based Trackers, and Combined 

Trackers. We provide explicit explanations assisted by examples. These two methods were then evaluated using 
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accuracy tables and hence connected to surveillance schemes. Many articles discuss that and utilized it in modern 

applications in our life such as automobiles and video cameras.  
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